P R E S S W E B I N A R

A Vision for the Global Generic and Biosimilar Medicines Industry
IGBA Whitepaper
7th JULY 2021 / 14:00-15:00 (CEST)

Duration: 60 minutes | Participating audience: Global Media | Platform: Zoom

A G E N D A

14.00 – 14.05  Opening Remarks
                Sudarshan Jain, Chair, IGBA

14.05 – 14.10  Presentation of the IGBA Whitepaper
                Suzette Kox, Secretary General, IGBA

                Sudarshan Jain, Chair, IGBA
                Suzette Kox, Secretary General, IGBA
                Hanan Sboul, Secretary General, JAPM, Jordan and Past Chair, IGBA

14.15 – 14.40  Panel Discussion: Global and Regional Perspectives
                Moderator: David Wallace, Executive Editor, Informa Pharma Intelligence

S P E A K E R S

Jonathan Kimball, Vice President, Trade & International Affairs, AAM, USA
Sudarshan Jain, Secretary General, IPA, India
Adrian van den Hoven, Director General, Medicines for Europe, Europe

14.40 – 14.57  Question and Answer session with the audience
                Moderator: David Wallace, Executive Editor, Informa Pharma Intelligence

14.57 – 15.00  Closing Remarks
                Suzette Kox, Secretary General, IGBA